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Description:

The Great Unraveling is a chronicle of how "the heady optimism of the late 1990s gave way to
renewed gloom as a result of "incredibly bad leadership, in the private sector and in the corridors of
power." Offering his own take on the trickle-down theory, economist and columnist Paul Krugman
lays much of the blame for a slew of problems on the Bush administration, which he views as a
"revolutionary power...a movement whose leaders do not accept the legitimacy of our current
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political system." Declaring them radicals masquerading as moderates, he questions their motives on
a range of issues, particularly their tax and Social Security plans, which he argues are "obviously,
blatantly based on bogus arithmetic." Though a fine writer, Krugman relies more heavily on numbers
than words to examine the current rash of corporate malfeasance, the rise and fall of the stock
market bubble, the federal budget and the future of Social Security, and how a huge surplus quickly
became a record deficit. He also rails against the news media for displaying a disturbing lack of
skepticism and for failing to do even the most basic homework when reporting on business and
economic issues. The book is mainly a collection of op-ed pieces Krugman wrote for The New York
Times between 2000 and 2003. Overall, this format works well. Krugman writes clearly about
complicated issues and offers plenty of evidence and hard facts to support his theories regarding the
intersection of business, economics, and politics, making this a detailed, informative, and thought-
provoking book. --Shawn Carkonen --This text refers to the edition.

From Publishers Weekly "This is not, I'm sorry to say, a happy book," says Krugman in the
introduction to this collection of essays culled from his twice-weekly New York Times op-ed column,
and indeed, the majority of these short pieces range from moderately bleak political punditry to full-
on "the sky is falling" doom and gloom. A respected economist, Krugman dissects political and social
events of the past decade by watching the dollars, and his ideas are emphatic if not always well
argued. He has a somewhat boyish voice and a pleasingly enthusiastic tone, although his enthusiasm
sometimes leads him to take liberties with punctuation. The essays are grouped thematically instead
of chronologically, which gives this audio adaptation a scattershot feel. Since these pieces were
written over a long stretch of time, certain key ideas recur quite often-political reporters don't pay
enough attention to the real news, the Bush administration is dishonest, big corporations are
inherently untrustworthy-and can become tedious. To his credit, Krugman is not entirely partisan-he
reveals himself to be a free-market apologist-and even listeners who disagree with most of the things
he says will likely be taken in by his warm and energetic delivery.
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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